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Abstract

In this note we shall discuss a concept that � despite its prominence in both Hume (1739) and

Smith (1759), its obvious relevance for social behavior, and its not so infrequent use in colloquial

language � has never gained a foothold in economic theory: the concept of empathy. Speci�cally,

we illustrate how some insights from the psychological literature on empathy can be incorporated

into a standard utility framework, and demonstrate the potential interaction of beliefs and utility

through the channel of empathy.
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1 Introduction

Ever since the publication of Werner Güth's ultimatum game experiment in this journal (Güth, Schmit-

tberger, and Schwarze 1982) economists have been on a quest to incorporate social concerns into their

theories and, by now, there is an abundance of models capturing ideas like inequality aversion (Bolton

1997; Fehr and Schmidt 1999; Bolton and Ockenfels 2000), fairness and reciprocity (Rabin 1993;

Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004; Falk and Fischbacher 2006; Cox, Friedman and Gjerstad 2007), ef-

�ciency concerns (Charness and Rabin 2002), or impure altruism (Andreoni 1990). These models have

proven attractive to economists as they can help to organize data and are at the same time familiar:

agents are endowed with a utility function, form (correct) beliefs about others and play optimally given

these beliefs. Nash equilibrium remains the core solution concept for all these models (appropriately

adapted to allow beliefs to enter utility functions directly as in Geanakoplos, Pearce and Stacchetti

1989 and Battigalli and Dufwenberg 2009). In his 1995 survey (again in this journal) Güth branded
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these approaches as being part of a `neoclassical repair shop.' This repair shop would turn into a giant

industry reshaping neoclassical economics itself.

As an alternative, Güth has been advocating the exploration of more psychological, process-

orientated models as a more promising agenda that abandons the as-if maximization doctrine of the

orthodoxy (Güth 2000; Güth and Kliemt 2004; Güth 2013).

In this note we shall discuss a concept that � despite its prominence in both Hume (1739) and Smith

(1759), its obvious relevance for social behavior, and its not so infrequent use in colloquial language �

has never gained a foothold in economic theory: the concept of empathy.

The term empathy is prominent in both the psychology and philosophy literature, and can mean

many di�erent things. In this note we will focus on the key psychological theories of empathy and

explore their relevance for choice behavior. We will demonstrate how empathy is set apart from other

popular concepts in behavioral economics, which typically fall in one of two categories: �biases� a�ect-

ing belief formation, and �biases� a�ecting utility. Empathy, we will show, is operating through both

belief and utility formation. Hence, in the presence of empathy, beliefs and utility become intricately

linked � indeed manipulations and even mere measurement of beliefs can change valuations/utility.

In this note we o�er a brief discussion of some key notions of empathy taken from the psychology

literature and introduce the so-called �empathy-altruism hypothesis� that suggests that a particular

process of belief formation triggers partial altruism. We will suggest a simple model to capture this

link and apply it to three toy games highlighting the subtle nature of empathy. While our model sketch

satis�es Güth's demand for more process-oriented psychological modeling it does not break with the

convention of as-if maximization. Finally, we o�er some concluding thoughts and suggest areas of

experimental economics that could be re-assessed in the light of the empathy-altruism hypothesis.

2 Imagine-self, imagine-other, and the empathy-altruism hy-

pothesis

Batson (2009) and Stueber (2013) discuss various aspects and de�nitions of empathy, ranging from

simple knowledge of others' emotions to directly experiencing the emotions of others. In this note

we focus on two aspects of empathy. We �rst introduce two mechanisms, imagine-self and imagine-

other, that de�ne empathy as a process of belief formation. Subsequently, we sketch Batson's (2011)

empathy-altruism hypothesis, which proposes a link between belief formation and valuations.

The �rst aspect of empathy refers to people's capability to infer what others think or feel. This

is referred to as �mind reading� by Batson (2009). Mind reading is in itself not an emotional process,

but is of obvious importance for belief formation in strategic contexts. It is exactly what a player has

to do when predicting another player's choice (which includes, of course, inferences about the other's

beliefs). But what is the process by which an individual actually forms these inferences? There are
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two processes commonly considered in the psychology literature that we will integrate into our model:

�imagine self� and �imagine other.�

With �imagine self� people try to imagine themselves in other people's shoes, that is, they try to

imagine their own emotions in similar circumstances. �Imagine self� is related to the often documented

false-consensus bias where subjects tend to believe that others are similar to them (see, e.g., Ross,

Greene, and House 1977). An alternative form of perspective taking is �imagine other� where a

person tries to imagine how another person is feeling. While �imagine other� ostensibly requires a

greater degree of sophistication, these are both high-level processes, related to Smith's (1759) ideas of

mindreading.1

The second aspect of empathy considers whether the process of inferring others' emotions has any

consequences on the individual's valuations. It is possible that this process has no consequences at

all. We might perfectly understand the misery of a person and yet ignore it. However, the psychology

literature on empathy suggests otherwise; in particular, the literature suggests strong links between

imagine-other and altruistic behavior, a link that is not present when individuals use imagine-self. In

summarizing three decades of research, Batson (2011) claims that imagining others triggers altruistic

motivations, that is, the ultimate desire to help another person. In principle, Batson argues people

might also help others (i) to reduce personal distress, (ii) to avoid social sanctions, and (iii) to gain

social rewards. He shows how helping remains a stable phenomenon even if these three channels

are shut down, supporting the empathy-altruism hypothesis. However, not everybody helps in these

experiments. Batson shows that the key route to generate altruism and thus trigger helping is to trigger

�imagine other.� While the experiments in this literature are far-removed from the style of economic

experiments � they typically involve elaborate stories about people in need � there are interesting

parallels to the ultimatum-dictator game debate. Ho�man, McCabe, and Smith (1996), for example,

varied social distance between dictators and recipients and showed how giving declined with distance

� a �nding that potentially could be reinterpreted in light of Batson's hypothesis.

Below we will develop some toy games to explore the theoretical predictions of the empathy-altruism

hypothesis in a strategic context. In order to test the predictions we will derive, it would be possible

to follow Batson and employ di�erent forms of priming in order to manipulate the extent to which

subjects employ �imagine other� instead of �imagine self.�

2.1 Modeling the empathy-altruism hypothesis and three toy games

Next we introduce a simple framework to illustrate the implications of the empathy-altruism hypothesis

for choice. Speci�cally, following Batson (2011) we explore the possibility that agents who are more

sophisticated when it comes to evaluating the preferences of others are also more prone to have �other-

1In contrast, Hume (1739) had stressed the automatic character of assessing others, more closely related to concepts
of mimicry and mirroring, which we do not discuss here. See the introduction to Coplan and Goldi (2011) for more
about these ancestors of theories of empathy.
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regarding� preferences. Reasonably, when agents accurately observe the emotional state of others,

they might be more prone to be in�uenced by others' emotions. The reverse causality might also play

a role: if an agent places value on the welfare of others, they might invest more cognitive power on

evaluating the preferences, and hence welfare, of others.

This suggests an interesting correlation between beliefs and utility. Agents who use �imagine other�

are more likely to care about others, suggesting that altruistic agents have more accurate beliefs than

purely sel�sh agents. In other words, a model capturing the empathy-altruism hypothesis will not nest

homo oeconomicus � accurate beliefs and sel�shness do not go hand in hand according to the hypoth-

esis. This correlation might confound experimental �ndings. Agents with other-regarding preferences

have more accurate beliefs of other agents' types, and are therefore "better" strategic players. Below we

illustrate this in the context of three toy games, a public good game, an ultimatum game and a battle of

the sexes game. As we will show, empathy can interact with choice in a rather counterintuitive manner.

Framework: We consider agents that care about both their total and relative levels of con-

sumption.2 Speci�cally, all agents have utility functions over consumption, ci and cj , of the following

form:

ui(ci, cj) = ci + v(ci − cj),

where for x > 0, v(x) > 0, v′(·) > 0, and v′′(x) < 0; also, v(·) is symmetric in the sense that

v(x) = −v(−x).3

Additionally, agents are one of two types: a low-empathy type (type L), and a high-empathy type

(typeH). High empathy, whether inherent or primed, a�ects agents through two channels: (1) they are

more likely to directly value the wellbeing of other agents, (2) they are more likely to form sophisticated

beliefs regarding the preferences of others.

Through the �rst channel, the high-empathy type, H, generates altruism in the sense that they

partially internalize the well-being of the other agent. We model this as partial altruism within the

standard utility-maximization framework. That is, i of type H has overall preferences represented by

the utility function:

wi(ci, cj) = ui(ci, cj) + λuj(ci, cj),

where λ ∈ (0, 1). The low-empathy type, on the other hand, simply has preferences represented by the

utility function wi(ci, cj) = ui(ci, cj).

Through the second channel, the high-empathy type employes a more sophisticated method of

evaluating the types of others, relative to the low-empathy type. Speci�cally, we assume that agents of

2We consider agents with preferences over relative consumption due to the ultimatum game we consider below; only
agents with some preference over relative income will reject o�ers in the ultimatum game.

3For convenience, we use a model in which agents receive positive payo�s for positive relative levels of income, and
equivalent negative payo�s for negative relative levels of income. We discuss the robustness of our results to a model in
which agents only receive negative payo�s for negative relative income;v(ci, cj) = v(min{(ci− cj), 0}), i.e. Fehr-Schmidt
(1999) inequality aversion with β = 0.
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type H employ �imagine other,� while agents of type L employ �imagine self.� For simplicity, assume

that �imagine self� results in the belief that other agents are also type L, while �imagine other� results

in accurate beliefs regarding the other's type.4

Having established types, we now model their behavior in a set of illustrative games.

Game 1: Pairs of agents, i and j, interact in a public goods contribution game, where each agent

is endowed with income y, and income can be contributed to a �common pool.� Contributions, xi and

xj , are multiplied by a factor of δ ∈ (1, 2) and divided equally between the two players.

In this public goods game type L, who is not altruistic, will not contribute. As is seen in the

following equation, choosing zero contributions, xi = 0, maximizes ci regardless of the actions of the

other player.

ci(xi, xj) = y +
δ

2
xj +

(
δ

2
− 1

)
xi.

Therefore, independent of the other player's type, L maximizes both individual and relative income

(ci − cj) by not contributing.

Since L sets xi = 0, any positive contributions in the public goods game must come from type

H. Type H might contribute, since she directly values the utility of the other player, and since

contributions �produce� higher levels of aggregate consumption. Speci�cally, type H will contribute if

λ and δ are large enough to counter the loss of individual and relative income from setting xi > 0 (see

the following equation):

wi(xi, xj) = (1 + λ)y +

(
δ

2
− λ

)
xj +

(
(1 + λ)

δ

2
− 1

)
xi + v(ci, cj) + λv(cj , ci).

The level of contribution type H chooses is a function of the type of the other player (player j).

This conditionality does not stem from H valuing j's utility more if she is also type H; H is equally

altruistic towards players of type L and H. Instead, this relationship arises because contributions

are strategic complements. Contributions by player j increase i's relative and total income, which

decreases the relative cost of xi. Therefore, it is easy to see that in any equilibrium between two

players of type H, i's contribution will be weakly higher than if player j is of type L.5

To summarize, Game 1 gives the following predictions: (1) Only players of type H will contribute

to the common pool, and (2) players of type H will contribute more if they are paired with another

player of type H. The predictions of the public goods contribution game conform to the intuitive

characteristics of an �other-regarding� or altruistic behavioral type. In this game, players that are

4The examples below give analogous results if H instead has accurate beliefs of the composition of preferences in the
experimental pool.

5Contributions are also strategic complements under inequality aversion (v(ci, cj) = v(min{(ci−cj), 0})); since players
of type H are adverse to inequality regardless of whether their relative income is negative (direct inequality aversion) or
positive (indirect inequality aversion due to altruism), higher contributions by player j decrease the inequality cost of
contributing (or increase the bene�t).
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empathetic also take an action that might be characterized as �altruistic� and also exhibit reciprocal

behavior.

Game 2: Pairs of agents, i and j, interact in an ultimatum game, where i proposes a split of y

dollars, {ci, cj}, and j chooses whether to accept or reject. If j accepts, y is allocated to the players

according to the proposed split (i receives ci, j receives cj); if j rejects, both players receive a payo�

of zero.

For a non-empathetic player i, Game 2 is more `complex' than Game 1 due to the strategic inter-

action with player j: in Game 2, player i must account for the possibility that player j conditions her

action on the proposed split. Speci�cally, since j values both total and relative income, j will reject a

split that results in a high level of inequality. Therefore, player i of type L will choose the split with

the highest value of ci that will not be rejected by player j. That is, i will choose the split that solves

the following problem:

max[ci,cj ]wi(ci, cj), subject to (2.1)

wj(ci, cj) ≥ 0 (2.2)

The highest level of inequality that j is willing to accept depends on j's type. If j is of type L,

then the highest level of inequality j is willing to accept is the split where the negative utility from

the relative income di�erential, v(cj − ci), is precisely o�set by the positive utility from consumption,

cj . Label this split, where v(cj − ci) = cj , {cli, clj}. If j is of type H, however, then j is willing to

accept a higher level of inequality than {cli, clj}. This is because players of type H also receive positive

utility from the consumption of the other player. Therefore, the highest level of inequality j of type

H is willing to accept is the split where v(cj − ci) is o�set by the sum of cj and λωi(ci, cj). This split,

labeled {chi , chj }, allocates strictly more to player i than {cli, clj}.6

Returning to i's choice of which split to o�er, a non-empathetic, and hence non-sophisticated, i

holds the belief that player j is also of type L. Therefore, even though i seeks to maximize ci, she will

o�er j the more equal split {cli, clj} regardless of j's type.
Again, an empathetic player i di�ers from the non-empathetic type in that she is more sophisticated

in forming beliefs of j's type, and also values the utility of player j. Note that since H is only �partially

altruistic� (λ ∈ [0, 1)), her overall preference function is strictly increasing in (ci − cj), given the

constraint ci + cj = y; that is, since i values the other player's consumption at a comparatively lower

rate than her own, she always prefers a one-to-one trade of cj for ci.
7 This implies that, in a game

6The minimum split that j of type H is willing to accept depends on i's type; take {chi , chj } to be the minimal split

when i is of type H. Note, that even if we used the alternative de�nition, chi > cli.
7This prediction holds for all parameter values due to the assumed symmetry of v(ci − cj). With v(ci, cj) =

v(min{(ci − cj), 0}), ωi(ci, cj) will be decreasing in ci for high values of λ and ci. As long as ωi(ci, cj) is increas-
ing in ci at {cli, clj} , which is true as long as λ is not too high, then our results carry through with inequality aversion.
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Figure 1: Bach versus Stravinsky (utility payo�s; α ∈ (0, 1)).

such as the ultimatum game where the surplus is constant (assuming the proposed split is accepted),

type H will choose the split that maximizes her own consumption. Moreover, since H utilizes �imagine

other� and is sophisticated in her beliefs regarding the type of the other player, she always o�ers the

minimum split that j is willing to accept: an i of type H will o�er {cli, clj} to a j of type L, and o�er

{chi , chj } to a j of type H. Therefore, in the ultimatum game, the empathetic type will on average o�er

less than the non-empathetic type.

The analysis of the two games shows that, relative to type L, type H will take actions that are

more favorable to the other player in Game 1, and actions that are less favorable to the other player in

Game 2. This surprising and perhaps counter-intuitive result occurs precisely because empathy a�ects

action through two channels: (1) sophisticated beliefs regarding the other's type, and (2) valuing the

well-being of the other. In Game 1, the second channel dominates; since the amount of surplus can be

increased, there is an incentive for empathetic agents to act �prosocial.� In Game 2, the �rst channel

dominates; since surplus is constant in case of agreement, the incentive to �share� is driven solely by

the possibility of rejection by the other agent. Here, agents with sophisticated beliefs will utilize this

information to maximize their own material payo�.

An empirical regularity of experimental economics is that some subjects behave in a �prosocial�

manner. A researcher might conclude that prosocial behavior is simply the result of a prosocial type.

Instead, as we illustrate here, seeming di�erences in �prosocial� behavior might instead stem from

di�erences in the game structure, interacted with di�erent degrees of empathy.

Game 3: Lastly, we consider the implications of the empathy-altruism hypothesis for the battle

of the sexes. Speci�cally, we consider the mixed strategy equilibrium for the game in Figure 1, which

generally provides a good �t for aggregate play in an experimental setting.

First, consider the play of two non-empathetic agents. Both use imagine-self, and therefore hold

correct beliefs regarding the type of the other player. In equilibrium, both agents will play their

preferred option with probability σll = 1/(1 + α), implying that coordination will be successful with
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probability 2σll(1− σll).

Second, consider the play of two empathetic types. Both hold correct beliefs regarding the other

player. However, compared to type L players, type H players have a lower utility di�erence between

coordination on their preferred and less preferred option, since partial altruism increases the payo�

of (B,B) by λα and (S, S) by λ. Therefore, in equilibrium, both agents will play their preferred

option with probability σhh < σll. This implies the intuitive result that two empathetic players will

coordinate more often than two non-empathetic players (i.e. 2σhh(1− σhh) > 2σll(1− σll)).

Next, consider the play of an empathetic type matched with a non-empathetic type. Assume for

convenience that the player of type L prefers Stravinsky. In this case, type L has incorrect beliefs

regarding the type of the other player, while type H has correct beliefs (we also assume that type H

has correct higher-order beliefs). Therefore, type L will continue to play S with probability σll. Type

H, however, will now play B with zero probability. To see why this is H's best response, note that H

is indi�erent between B and S when the other player plays S with probability σhh; since a plays S

with probability σll > σhh, type H strictly prefers to play S over B.

Note that this implies that coordination will occur with higher probability (σll) between types L and

H when compared to coordination with two L types (2σll(1−σll)). Less intuitively, however, expected

coordination between types L and H is also higher than between two H types.8 This higher rate of

coordination is a result of type L's use of �imagine self,� which functions as a credible commitment

device to play her preferred option at a higher-than-equilibrium rate, causing a player of type H to

yield and play her less-preferred option.

The predictions of Game 3 provide a potential strategy for testing the empathy-altruism hypothesis.

Assume a treatment mechanism for increasing the frequency of the empathetic type (or, equivalently,

triggering higher levels of empathy) exists; e.g. encouraging the subject to consider the other player

by eliciting beliefs regarding the other player's actions, or pro-social framing. The empathy-altruism

hypothesis predicts that subjecting all players to the treatment will increase coordination. This pre-

diction, however, is also in line with a simple increase in altruism. However, if the treatment is applied

asymmetrically, i.e. only one player in each pair is subjected to the treatment, and the treated players

are informed that the other player did not receive the treatment, then the empathy-altruism hypothesis

predicts coordination will increase even more than when both players are treated.

3 Concluding thoughts

In economic models of other-regarding preferences, preferences over the others' consumption, such

as altruism, are often modeled as if individuals know, and directly value, the utility of others. This

approach has the advantage of being a parsimonious deviation from the utility model over bundles of

8Note that 2σll > 2σhh or, equivalently σll

1/2
> 2σhh. Also, since (1 − σhh) < 1

2
, this implies that σll

(1−σhh)
> 2σhh,

or σll > 2σhh(1− σhh).
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own consumption. However, even a small step away from traditional economic preferences implies a

large leap in psychological complexity. Assuming an individual prefers more consumption to less is a

simple assumption to make; characterizing how they assess and value the well-being of others is a much

more complex task. In economics, much has been done regarding how individuals value the well-being

of others. How they assess others' wellbeing, however, has received comparatively little attention in

the economic literature.

In this note, we present a simple economic model capturing the empathy-altruism hypothesis,

a prominent result in psychology, and apply the model to three simple toy games that shed some

light on the potential complexity of the interaction of empathy and choice. Crucially, the empathy-

altruism hypothesis entails that agents with partially altruistic preferences tend to have more accurate

beliefs about others. There is now a rapidly growing literature on belief elicitation, and one of the

major concerns is whether methods of belief elicitation a�ect how subjects play the game (see, e.g.,

Rustrom and Wilcox 2009). Viewing this literature from the empathy angle, the question is, of

course, whether there is a �natural� way of playing a game. What would that be? The behavior

observed in another treatment without belief elicitation? Why? Maybe the idea of searching for

�neutral� elicitation methods is misguided and we can learn something important about mindreading

from elicitation procedures that do a�ect game play.

In experimental economics, instructions may have a strong in�uence on how subjects assess what

others think or feel and we have alluded to the role of priming for possible experimental investigations

into the role of empathy. In the mid-nineties Güth initiated a research program on �decision prepa-

ration� exploring di�erent ways of aiding subjects' deliberations before playing a game. For example,

Güth, Huck, and Ockenfels (1996) explores treatments where subjects had to answer very detailed pre-

experimental questionnaires about the three-player ultimatum game with incomplete information that

they were about to play. The questions were designed to encourage backward induction and encour-

aged both �imagine other� and �imagine self.� Remarkably, the questionnaire led proposers to more

generosity. In the light of our analysis above, it would be interesting to re-run a similar experiment

with two di�erent questionnaires, one fostering �imagine other,� the other fostering �imagine self.�

There are various other �ndings in the experimental literature that could be re-assessed in light of

the empathy-altruism hypothesis. For example, in many trust experiments one �nds that �rst movers

react much more sluggish to changes in the environment than second movers (see, for example, Bohnet

et al. 2005). Interestingly, this is in line with the framework that we propose above. Suppose that

there are two trust games, A and B, such that trustees with partial altruism will tend to reciprocate

trust in variant B more than in variant A due to slight di�erences in the payo� structure. Low-

empathy trusters will play both games in the same way: they will imagine that second movers are

not trustworthy (as they would not reciprocate trust themselves), and hence will never trust. At the

same time, some partially altruistic trusters will already trust in game A as they partially internalize

the higher e�ciency generated through trust even if they expect to be exploited. Thanks to the link
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between altruism and beliefs, as the game shifts from A to B, trusters will not react as sharply to

changes in trustworthiness as models with rational expectations would predict.

Finally, a recent study by Falk and Szech (2013) demonstrates how subjects' willingness to pay

for saving the life of a mouse drops in market environments. While they attribute their �nding to

corrosion of moral values, an alternative hypothesis is that the market changes subject's perception

of the mouse's su�ering when gassed to death. Negotiating a market environment might reduce the

amount of attention that subjects can devote to �imagine the mouse,� and others' willingness to accept

the death of the mouse might completely block this process.
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